
A/W 2019 Gifting

Key Trends

Items that inspire wellness and encourage time off-screen
drive gifting ideas

Maison de Pax



As we enter the Holiday season, consumers are looking
for gifts that encourage mindfulness and personal
connection. Holiday spending continues to grow, with
multichannel shopping having shown a rise of almost
40% over last year's Thanksgiving weekend and a
projected 3.7% increase for the overall 2019 Holiday
season.

1. Inspire digital detox: help consumers achieve
wellness goals and get off their digital devices with
gifts that call to action, from fitness accessories to
festive interactive games.

2. Aesthetics matter: give products design-led
details that bring a touch of luxury so purchasers are
inspired to put them on display and share their styling
on social media.

3. Make it seasonless: break from traditional Holiday
norms and bring lasting value to gifts with products
that can be used year-round.

4. Cater to different consumers lifestyles: tap into
emerging lifestyle trends that cross multiple
categories, such as products for entertaining at home,
wellness rituals or pet care.
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• Plants and their accessories continue to be an
important year-round gifting opportunity, with products
allowing summer greenery to be brought indoors
for A/W

• Give items a giftable flair with cheeky graphics and
plant-related puns

• Create gift sets that include colourful illustrations
with instructions for care, or blank pots that can be
customised. Ensure consistency and communication
between packaging and its content

Plant Lovers

Twenty Twenty One
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• Gifts for displaying and sharing photos are
ideal for family occasions as well as students
heading off to college

• Go beyond the traditional photo frame, adding
decorative elements such as floral designs or
patterned backdrops for a more sophisticated,
giftable feel

• A portable interpretation is compact and
playful, while wall hangings display photos and
other memorabilia for a creative collection of
memories

PB Teen

DOIY My Photo

Okaay Then

Urban Outfitters

Photo Memories



• As the crafting industry continues to grow, gift-givers
support and inspire creative pursuits with tools, storage
and craft supplies

• Create starter kits for beginner crafters of all
ages with a full set of tools for creation and easy-to-
follow instructions

• Offer the option to apply names and initials to
products for an added element of personalisation

Craft Time

Sew Cross Charlie Chicks UK

Little Conkers

Yellow Owl WorkshopKiriki



• As the bathroom becomes the hot spot of the home,
gifts are designed to encourage making this space a
wellness and self-care oasis

• Clean, calming design is key. Scrubs, soaking salts
and loofa tools for both the shower and the tub feature
muted colours, simple branding and untreated finishes

• Create wellness-themed gift sets complete with
candles, sage sticks and eye masks

Bath Essentials

Oliver Bonas
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• CBD-related products continue to be of interest, as
elevated offerings of cannabis-themed items hit the
market

• Gifts catering to this rapidly growing wellness trend
range from topical creams to tweaked chocolates

• For a more approachable interpretation of this gift,
offer magazines and books that inform cannabis users

Design-Led CBD

Edie Parker Flower

Joy Organics

Broccoli Vertly Balm

Deew



• Wellness and workout gear is a great gift to
support New Year's resolutions for better, healthier
living and above all, self-care

• With fitness pursuits now entering the home, design
products that coordinate well in interiors, including
luxurious finishes and fashion-forward prints, so
products are both functional and become decorative
pieces for display

Addition Studio

Fitness Gifts
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• The Holidays provide many opportunities for
gathering, so gift-givers look for statement pieces that
are also functional to help hosts entertain

• Add luxurious details such as gold touches or marble
motifs to elevate everyday products

• Design items specifically for entertaining favourites;
think food and drink, including full kits and eye-
catching carryalls 

Glaze Studio

Host with the Most

Slash Objects
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• For Halloween, pets get to join in on the fun with
products that are both spooky and cute

• Twinning outfits for pets and their owners are
reinterpreted into clever costumes

• No item is too small; include festive details on all
kinds of pet items, such as dog tags or leashes with
decorative details, including spooky monster icons or
classic black and orange colours

Pet Play

Halloween Pet
Treats

Nice Pet

Zippy Paws

We Love to Create

Blue Buffalo Healthy Gourmet



• The winter Holiday season is a great time to
unplug and spend time with loved ones free of
technology, so encourage togetherness

• Give traditional games a Christmas-themed
flair with present-wrapping motifs and Holiday
icons such as a snowman or elf

• Offer solo and group games, including
activity books, that can be used on the go

Carnival Kids Mag

Sunshine & Hurricanes Red Bubble

Barnes & Noble

Ginger Ray

Holiday Fun & Games
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